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Ange&ar integrals and radial recurrence relations for two-electron matrix
elements in Hylleraas coordinates
G. W. F. Diake
Department of Physics, University of Windsor, 8'andsor, Ontario, Canada X9B 3P4
(Received 10 May 1978)
General formulas are obtained for the reduction of a wide class of two-electron matrix elements in
Hylleraas coordinates to finite sums of radial integrals for states of arbitrary angular momentum. Multipole
transition integrals and the Breit interaction are treated as special cases. A number of recurrence relations
are derived for radial integrals containing PL (cos8) (where cos8 = f", r2) in terms of radial integrals
containing lower-order Legendre polynomials. The results are well suited to computer implementation.
I. INTRODUCTION of evaluating integrals of the form
A large number of highly accurate variational
calculations have now been done for the energies
and other atomic properties of two-electron sys-
tems in terms of the well-known r„x„r(r
=
~r, —r, ~) Hylleraas coordinates. This work has
dealt primarily with S and I' states. However, for
matrix elements involving stat, ~s of high angular
momentum, the evaluation of angular integrals and
the reduction to radial integrals can become very
laborious. The problem is complicated by the fact
that if r„x„and ~ are regarded as the indepen-
dent variables in the radial integration, then only
one of f; and 02 may be treated as independen'. in
the angular integration. Of the six independent
variables, the three independent angles are the
ones which determine the orientation in space of
the triangle formed by r„r„and r.
'The reduction of matrix elements to radial
integrals over r„r„and r has been studied by
several authors'" for a number of special cases,
but few results of a general nature have. been pub-
lished. The only previous work appears to be a
general reduction to radial integrals for the over-
lap matrix element in terms of uncoupled angular
momentum eigenfunctions by Calais and Lowdin. '
In this paper we collect together a number of gen-
eral angular integration formulas for the reduc-
tion of the matrix elements of a wide class of op-
erators to radial integrals. The wave functions
are assumed to be vector coupled eigenfunctions of
the total angular momentum operator L =11+12.
Hecurrence relations for the associated radial in-
tegrals are given to complete the efficient and auto-
matic evaluation of matrix elements for states of
arbitrary angular momentum. The recurrence
relations derived by Sack4 for the coefficients in
the Legendre polynomial expansion of functions of
x emerge as a special case of the present analy-
sis.
In particular, we consider the general problem
I= d r1 d r2R'Y, ,', f,~, x„x2
x T~ ~rY. ..~(ra, r, )R,
where Yr r 1. T...,E, and Y"„„gall denote vector
coupled products of spherical harmonics of the
form
Y~(, ~(r„r,) = P (l,l,m, m, ~LM)
x Y)Bg(& }y)BB(f )
x Y",) (r, )Y~ (r",),
and R=R(r„x„r) denotes the correlated radial
part of the function. We also consider integrals
where T~ is constructed from the componerits of
p, and/or p, instead of the components of r, and
r, . The results to follow apply whenever the inte-
grals exist,
II. REDUCTION TO RADIAL INJEGRALS
Let us start by first evaluating the primitive
integral
I() m„(m;B'B) = f,f,d f, dr, ' Y, '(Br)
x Ym (r",)RB. (4)
The radial integrals are conveniently done by inte-
grating explicitly over the x coordinate with the
volume element'
dr, d r, = r, dr, rBdr, tdr sin8, d'8, dp, dg, (5)
where O„p, are the polar angles of the vector r„
and g is the angle of rotation of the rigid triangle
formed by r„r„and r about the r, direction. In
this coordinate system, 82 and y2 are not indepen-
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dent variables, but YP(8„p,) in (4) can be expres-
sed in terms of the independent variables by means
'
of the rotation matrix relation'
P, (cos8) is a Legendre polynomial and cos8 is a
radial function defined by
cos8 = (r ', + r,'—r')/2r, r, (9)
Y„'(8., q, ) = g &",„(q„8„X)*1', (8, W),
m
'2 (6)
where 8, y are the polar angles of r, relative to
r, . Substitution of (6) into (4) and integration over
8] (py and & then leads to the basic angular inte-
gral algorithm'
I(l,m„l,m, ;R'R) =2m& &, , I, (R'R),
where
I (RR) f "~,dr=, f "r,dr,0 0
+F2
x r dr R'RP, (cos8) (6).
We return to the evaluation of the radial integrals
in Sec. IV.
Let us consider now the full integral (1). Using
standard angular- momentum coupling techniques
together with the basic integral algorithm (7), the
integral can be written in the form
Z Xi,.g,~D~„i,.~4(R'R)
-M' Q Mf ~'"2
(10)
where I~(R'R) is the radial integral (8) involving
P~ (cos8),
( 1)I i+l'2+I, '+AX~ „~= (X„&„&)(l„k„/,', L„k„l L2, L', K)'~'
t'f, k, ~,l f&; ~, 4(&, k, q)(f; ~, ~)
Eo o o)40 o oiko 0 olio o ol
and D», ),„~ is represented by the angular-momen--
tum coupling graph' shown in Fig. 1. We have used
the notation (n, p, . . . ) = (2n+1)(2p+1) ~ ~ ~ . The
graph for D&y &2 p can be separated across the
~2 L lines into the product of a 6 —j and a9-j symbol as shown with the result
f, l, IL' l,' l,'I
1 2
L, '
(12)
The 9-j symbol reduces to a 6-j symbol if any
index is zero. ' The above formulas thus express
the integral (1) in the form
I= g C,I, (R R),
where the C~ are the angular coefficients
C~= Q C~
)tg y )t2
(14)
PIG. 1. Angular-momentum coupling graph from Eq.
(10) showing the decomposition into the product of a 6-j
and a 9-j symbol. All angular momenta are assumed to
to be integers. Also X~, ~ & defined by Eq. (11) van-2'
ish.es unless ea h f the ums li+kf+A, f, 21 + Ai+
l 2+~2+ ~2 and l 2 + ~2+ A is even. Each vertex repre-
sents a 3-j symbol as in Ref. 6.
and
, (L' K L
C&„,„,g
= (-1)' "'~
I,-M' q M
Recurrence relations for the radial integrals
I~(R'R) are given in Sec. IV.
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HI. SPECIAL CASES
A. Scalar operators
r, ' r = —(4&/~3m, y' T, , (~„g ). (16)
Consider matrix elements of operators of the
form T», (v„r,) U. sing the definition (3), the
simplest example is
Since the 9-j symbol in (12) reduces to a 6-j
symbol, the coefficients C», »,& in (14) for the op-
erator T o,(r"„r,) are
(&, a z,) t'1, ~, a)(f, y ~,)C„„,(T, „,) = (~„~„&)(&,I„&„E„I,')'~' I
&o o o)Eo o oj&o o oi(o o oj
(17)
The above form is useful in some applications be-
cause X, and 4 label separately the various angu-
lar-momentum contributions which result when the
operator is multiplied to the right into 1'P&(v, ) and
Y
z
2(r, ), respectively. For example, since
'2
(i+1 '~'-.
(16)
where Y, , is a vector spherical harmonic, ' then
C @ ~(r, ~ r, ) is the contribution to P~, oc8s) from
the term [cf. Eq. (2)],
is the coefficient of I~(R R) in the overlap integral
containing 4wT«, (r„r,) =1, i.e.,
I(l) = Q C (1)I (R'R). (21)
(22)
In (19), it is useful to use the rule for expanding
products of Legendre polynomials as sums of Le-
gendre polynomials so that
I~[R'RP~(c so8)) = P (2K+1) ~ Ir(R'R).A a R')'
o oo~
a,a, g (t,l,m, m, ~ I.M) x,r,Yz,z, (r, ) ~ YP„jY',) B. Matrix elements involving the gradient operator and g2
15yy m2
(z;+z)'"
2i,.+ 1)
if ~,. =l,.+1
(rz —r2) 8
~r
' ey r ez (23a)
The Breit interaction" contains operators such
as I'y x V2 x'y V2 and Vy V2 To reduce these op-
erators to radial integrals, we separate the radial
and angular parts of the gradient operators accord-
ing to
I(T ) = —Q C (l)I [R 'RP, (cos 8)],1 (19)
where
Similarly, C~
~
~(r, x r, ) is the corresponding
contribution from Y,"z„(r,) x Yp„,(r, ) except that
the general equation (15) must be used for the
C~ „~since the operator is now a tensor of rank
1. These results wil. l be applied in Sec. IIIB.
For computational purposes, (17) can be expres-
ed in a simpler form. After application of the
Biedenharn-Elliot sum rule' and two contractions
of products of a 6-j symbol with two 3-j sym-
bols, ' the complete integral (13) can be written
8 (r2 —r&) 8
V2 =z2 + —+V8f (23b)
(~, x ~,)o =-(i4~V 2/3)Tzo, ,(v„r",)
y z ~ z, = (-4z/&3) T'„,(r„r,)
by noting that
(24)
(25)
where V~ is understood to act only on spherical
harmonics. Since the angular integrations for the
radial parts can be performed by the methods al-
ready given in Secs. I and II we consider first only
the V" part. The coefficients C~, „, ~ can be ob-
tained from those for the closely related operators
Zz, z, A(z, z, zzl cz,
zI&oo oooo oj ai;z; (20) Comparing (26) with (18) shows that
(26)
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c„„,(r„~,")= —"' c„„,„(r„r,)
2
&x)b)t2
C), 32 «(V, , V2 ) = C),) 22 «(r„r,),
2
where
(27)
(28)
8 ry 8 Qx20 + ~ ~ +Sr, r er r,
The Laplacian operator for particle 1 in our nota-
tion is
-l) if &]=l]+1
l,.+1 if ~,.=l, —1
(29) 2(r) - r2 cosa)
for i =1,2. The above is valid for any vector-
coupled product ( r„V 2)r »cor (V~r, V2r)c» with K= 0, 1,
2. The radial factors in (27) and (28) are to be
included in the I«(R'R) radial integrals. As an ex-
ample, the complete reduction to radial integrals
for the operator r] x V2 is
where (l~r)' acts only on the spherical harmonics.
The corresponding result for V', is obtained by in-
terchanging the subscripts 1 and 2.
C. Mu1tipole transition integrals
I(r, xV,) = g C + (r, x r, )I (R'A&R),
Xy, )t22&
with
(30) Consider matrix elements of Y'(r, )
=
~4wT22, 2(r„r2) Sinc.e the C«vanish unless
&2 =f2 in (14), we obtain
biz' -hf' / (-1)' '~ '~'2(l„l,', f„/,', I,I ')'~
q mJ
x &A, ki ff, k~/f;~A)(f;f, A I, ~ g,, I. ~ f,&O00E000)IOOO A
~, f, &, I. k
The corresponding result for Y'(r, ) is obtained by
interchanging the subscripts 1 and 2 throughout and
m'ultiplying by (-1)~'~ '2. For the dipole operator,
the only nonvanishing contributions come from
X=), y1.
by Schiff et a/. ' for the special case of 1snp "P
states. Using the methods already developed here,
the general reduction to radial integrals is straight-
forward for all the terms, except for the orbit-
orbit interaction given by
H, = c('/2 [(1/r) V, ~ V, + (1/r ')r„(r„~V, )V,] (33)
D. Breit interaction
The matrix elements of the Breit interaction"
are of considerable interest in atomic-structure
calculations and have been worked out in detail
in atomic units, where a is the fine-structure
constant and r» = r, —r, . This operator can also
be reduced in general to radial integrals if (23a)
and (23b) are first used to express H2 in the form
a' (2r' cose —r, r, sin'8) 82
H2 er er
~r) (rl r2+3r )+ t', r ~ V
2ry r' ary
2 8 8 (r', —r', -r') 8'
rj r
+ —,—+ r, ~ V, )
(r —r, r, esse) ('I' —(', —),')I.
1 2 r3 2r3
As before, V,", V, , T„and I, act only on the spher-
ical harmonic part of the wave function. The parts
of (34) not containing V" factors are the same as
those given by Schiff et ai. ,' while the rest is a
generalization of their results to arbitrary angular
momentum. The angular coefficients for the latter
parts are given by (27) and (28), while the former
parts require only the overlap coefficients (20).
Factors of cos8 do not affect the angular integra-
tion since these are purely radial functions given
G. %:. F. DRAKE
by (9).
The spin-spin type interactions of the form
H„=a'/r'[s& ~ s, —3(s, r»)(s, ~ r»)/ &'] (35)
do not present any new difficulties if H„ is first
written in the scalar product form"
(36)
S„"&= (-', &r)')'(s, ~ V)(s, ~ V)r'Y, (r),
L(2& (8 &&)&/2(&~/&3)Y)))(f).
(37)
(38)
The angular coefficients for the matrix elements
of Lg in the uncoupled (L,S,M~, Mz) scheme can
be found from the decomposition
II =S&~ L&~SS
where S'" and L@' are irreducible tensors of rank
2 given by
l, (g)=f r, drf , r, dr, &(x„r)
0 0
(42)
(43)
This is also an abbreviated notation since the
R~(g) are functions of r& and r, . Multiplying
(43) by P, (cos8)d cos8 and integrating from -1
to +1 yields
F3+f2
x & dr g(r)P, (cos8),
is~-rqi
where f(& „&,) and g(r) are any functions for which
the integral exists. A recurrence relation for the
I,(g) is obtained by first considering the coeffici-
ents R, (g) in the Legendre polynomial expansion~
g(r) = g R~(g)P~(cos8).
gao
Y, (r») =(& 2&/r')YP(r&)+ (r,'/r')Y2 (r, )
(39)
R&(g) = 2 J,(g),
23+ 1
where
(44)
The C~ for the first two terms are obtained either
directly from (32) or from its interchange as dis-
cussed in Sec. III C. The C~ for the last term are
obtained from (14) and (15). The final result for
a particular matrix element of L'" in the uncoupled
representation is
J,(g) = r dr g(t')P, (cos8). (45)
lg ~-y~ I
In (45), the variable of integration has been changed
to & =(r&2+r22 —2r, r, cos8)'~'. A recurrence rela-
tion for the J,(g) is obtained by substituting
(f,f,L'M ~L&'& l,f,i,LM& P, (x) = [P,'„(x)—P,', (x) ] /(2l + 1),
and integrating by parts with the result
J„,(g'/r) = J,(g) +J, , (g'/&')21+1
+1 2
(46)
(47)
This determines the reduced matrix element ofL" ln
(y'L5'J'M'~L &'& S'" lyLSJM&
J S' L'
—( 1)les +J6
2 L S
~ (y'L'IIL" llyL&(S'IIS" IIS&. (41)
A similar reduction can be written down immedia-
tely for the spin-orbit and spin-other-orbit inter-
actions.
IV. RADIAL INTEGRAL RECURRENCE RELATIONS
The results of Secs. I-III reduce the matrix ele-
ments for a wide variety of operators to sums of
radial integrals (8), which we now write in the ab-
breviated form
In each case, the prime means differentiation
with respect to the argument. It is clear from
the definitions (42) and (45) that the I&(g) satisfy
the analogous recurrence relation
I„,(g'/x) = (2l+ 1)I,(x, 'r, 'g) +I, ,(g '/x). (48)
Equation (48) generates a wide variety of inte-
gral recurrence relations-depending on the choice
made for the function g(r). For integrals contain-
ing only powers of r, the choice g(r) =r'" yields
(50)
I„,(r') = ' I&(r,'r, 'P") +I, ,(r'), c e -2.2l+1
(49)
The special case with I= 1 was employed in the
calculations of Schwartz. " Except for the case
c =-2, the relation is valid whenever the integrals
exist. It allows the efficient and rapid computa-
tion of all l, (r') from a smaller table of values of
I,( 'r&,'r') than would be required for the direct
evaluation of (42). Using (42) and (9), the values of
I,(r&r,'r') needed to start the recurrence relation
are
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Equation (49) is indeterminate for c =-2, but the
choice g(r) = lnr yields the well-defined equation
I„,(r ') = (2/+ l)I, (r,'r, ' lnr) +I, ,(r ')
to be used in place of (49) when c =-2. A recur-
rence relation for logarithmic integrals follows
immediately from (48) with the choice g(r)
= r'" lnr - r'"/(c+ 2), resulting in .
(51)
I„,(r' lnr) = [I,(r, 'r, 'r'" lnr)2/+ &)
-I,(r, 'r, 'r"')/(c+2)] +I, ,(r'lnr). (52)
Using (9) to replace a factor of r' in the integrand
of I,(r, 'r, 'r'" lnr), along with the recurrence rela-
tion for the Legendre polynomials, (52) becomes
(c —2/+ 2)
(2/ —1) R, ,(r'),
and the analog of (53) is
(c+ 2/+ 4)/(2/+ 3)R„,(r'lnr)
(58)
1
=1/r, r, (r', +r', )R, (r'lnr) — 2 R, (r'")
(c —2/+ 2)+ R, ,(r'lnr) . (59)
which is equivalent to Eq. (3lc) of Sack' obtained
by a more lengthy procedure.
Similarly, the analog of (54) is
(c+2/+4) (&) (r', +r', ) R (,)(2/y3) r+1 ' 'r r
(c+ 2/+4)I„, (r' lnr)
= (2/+1) I, [(r', +r,')r, 'r, 'r'lnr]
) I,(r, 'r, 'r'") (60)
Sack did not derive an expression equivalent to
(59), but (59) reduces to his equation (39) for the
case c=0. The choiceg(r) =exp(-ar') yields
2nR&+a(e "') R&(e " ) 2aRc-x(e " )
2l + 3 ' +1+2 2/
(c+ 2/+4)I„, (r') = (2/+1)I, [(r', +r', )r, 'r, 'r', ]
+ (c —2/+ 2)I, ,(r').
Many other integral relations can be derived in the
same way. The choice g(r) = exp(-r') leads to the
particularly simple result
-2I„,(e " ) = (2/+1)I, (r, 'r, 'e " ) 2I (e ~ —)
The corresponding recurrence relations for the
coefficients R, (g) in the Legendre polynomial ex-
pansion (43) can easily be derived. From (44) and
(47), the general relation is
R&.i(g'/r) Ri(g), « ~(g'/r)
(2/+ 3) r r, (2/- 1) (56)
+ (c —2/+ 2)I, ,(r'lnr) (53).
The same technique applied to the term
I, (r",'r, 'r" )in (50) yields the recurrence relation
for the coefficients in the Legendre polynomial
expansion of exp(-o, r'). The above formula re-
produces the first few terms given by Swiatecki. "
Other recurrence relations, including those given
by Sack, can easily be obtained by using (9) to re-
place factors of r' in the integrand of (45), to-
gether with recurrence relations for the Legendre
polynomials.
Most of the formulas in this paper have been
checked for accuracy in a number of special cases.
In particular, recurrence relations such as (48)
and (51) have now been used in a large number of
calculations w'th correlated variational wave func-
tions, "and have been found to be very stable
against round-off error when used in the forward
direction. Together with the angular integration'
formulas, the results make possible the construc-
tion of efficient general-purpose integration rou-
tines to handle most of the matrix elements en-
countered in two-electron problems.
The choice g(r) =r"' leads to the recurrence rel-
ation ACKNOW( LEDGMENT
R~,&(r') R&(r" ) R, ,(r')
(2/+ 3) (c+ 2)r,r, (2/ —1) (57)
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